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Abstract 

Cloud Computing is the newly emerged  technology of 

Distributed Computing System. Cloud Computing user 

concentrate on API security & provide services to its 

consumers in multitenant environment into three layers 

namely, Software as a service, Platform as a service and 

Infrastructure as a service, with the help of web services. It 

provides service facilities to its consumers on demand . 

These service provided can easily invites attacker to attack 

by Saas ,Paas, Iaas. Since the resources are gathered at one 

place in data centers in cloud computing, the DDOS attacks 

such as HTTP & XML in this environment is dangerous & 

provides harmful effects and also all consumer will be 

affected  at the same time. These attacks can be resolved & 

detected by a proposed methodology, “Securing cloud 

from DDOS attacks using intrusion detection system in 

virtual machine”.In this methodology, this problem can be 

overcome by using  proposed system. The different kinds  

of vulnerabilities are detected in proposed system. The 

SOAP request makes the communication between the client 

and the service provider. Through the Service Oriented  

Traceback  Architecture the SOAP request is send to the 

cloud. In this architecture service oriented trace back mark 

is present which contain proxy within it. The  proxy that 

marks the incoming packets with source message 

identification to identify the real client. Then the SOAP 

message is travelled via XDetector. The XDetectors   used 

to monitors and filters the DDoS attacks such as HTTP and 

XML  DDoS attack. Finally the filtered real clinet message 

is transferred to the cloud service provider and the 

corresponding services is given to the client in secured 

manner . 

Keywords–REST, Network security, Distributed Denial 

ofService Attacks, Cloud Computing, SaaS, Paas,  IaaS. 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Introduction 
 

Over the years, technology and Internet companies 

such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft and others, 

have acquired a considerable expertise in operating 

large data centers, which are the backbone of their 

businesses. Their know-how extends beyond 

physical infrastructure and includes experience with 

software, e.g., office suites, applications for process 

management and business intelligence, and best 

practices in a range of other domains, such as 

Internet search, maps, email and other 

communications applications. In cloud computing, 

these services are hosted in a data center and 

commercialized, so that a wide range of software 

applications are offered by the provider as a billable 

service (Software as a Service, SaaS) and no longer 

need to be installed on the user‟s PC. For example, 

instead of Outlook stored on the PC hard drive, 

Gmail offers a similar service, but the data is stored 

on the providers‟ servers and accessed via a web 

browser. For small and medium-sized enterprises, 

the ability to outsource IT services and applications 

not only offers the potential to reduce overall costs, 

but also can lower the barriers to entry for many 

processing-intensive activities, since it eliminates 

the need for up-front capital investment and the 

necessity of maintaining dedicated infrastructure. 

Cloud providers gain an additional source of 

revenue and are able to commercialize their 

expertise in managing large data centers.  
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One main assumption in cloud computing consists of 

infinite computing resources available on demand 

and delivered via broadband. However that is not 

always the  case. Problems faced by users in 

developing countries include the high cost of 

software and hardware, a poor power infrastructure, 

and limited access to broadband.Low-cost computing 

devices equipped with free and open source software 

might provide a solution for the first problem. 

Although the number of broadband Internet 

subscribers has grown rapidly worldwide, developed 

economies still dominate subscriptions, and the gap 

in terms of penetration in developed and developing 

countries is widening33. Internet users without 

broadband access are disadvantaged with respect to 

broadband users, as they are unable to use certain 

applications, e.g., video and audio streaming, online 

backup of photos and other data. Ubiquitous and 

unmetered access to broadband Internet is one of the 

most important requirements for the success of cloud 

computing.Applications available in the cloud 

include software suites that were traditionally 

installed on the desktop and can now be found in the 

cloud, accessible via a web browser (e.g., for word 

processing, communication, email, business 

intelligence applications, or customer relationship 

management). This paradigm may save license fees, 

costs for maintenance and software updates, which 

makes it attractive to small businesses and 

individuals. Even some large companies have 

adopted cloud solutions with the growing capacities, 

capabilities and success of the service providers.  

Cloud computing is a combination of distributed  

system, utility computing and grid computing. In 

cloud computing we use combination of all these 

three in virtualized manner. Cloud computing 

converts desktop computing into service based 

computing using server cluster and huge databases at 

data center. Cloud computing gives advanced facility 

like on demand, pay per use, dynamically scalable 

and efficient provisioning of resources. Cloud 

computing the new emerged technology of 

distributed computing systems changed the phase of 

entire business over internet and set a new trend. The 

dream of Software as a Service becomes true; Cloud 

offers Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a 

Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 

Cloud offers these services with the help of Web 

Services.   

Cloud Computing user concentrate on API security & 

provide services to its consumers in multitenant 

environment into three layers namely, Software as a 

service, Platform as a service and Infrastructure as a 

service, with the help of web services. It provides 

service facilities to its consumers on demand . These 

service provided can easily invites attacker to attack 

by Saas ,Paas, Iaas. Since the resources are gathered 

at one place in data centers in cloud computing, the 

DDOS attacks such as HTTP & XML in this 

environment is dangerous & provides harmful effects 

and also all consumer will be affected at the same 

time. These attacks can be resolved & detected by a 

proposed methodology, “Securing cloud from  

attacks using intrusion detection system in virtual 

machine”.The different kinds  of vulnerabilities are 

detected in proposed system. The SOAP request 

makes the communication between the client and the 

service provider. Through the Service Oriented  

Traceback  Architecture the SOAP request is send to 

the cloud. In this architecture service oriented trace 

back mark is present which contain proxy within it. 

The  proxy that marks the incoming packets with 

source message identification to identify the real 

client. Then the SOAP message is travelled via 

XDetector. The XDetectors  used to monitors and 

filters the DDoS attacks such as HTTP and XML  

DDoS attack. Finally the filtered real clinet message 

is transferred to the cloud  service provider and the 

corresponding services is given to the client in 

secured manner . 

2. Related work 

Mohammad AshiqurRahaman , Andreas Schaad and 

Maarten Rits[1]In this paper the SOAP message are 

secured and transferred using key. A key has been 

used to provide message level security. This process 

takes place through the SOA .The SOAP message has 

been protected from XML rewriting attacks .This 

approach provide end to end security to SOAP 

message . In this paper  presented a solution to 

protect SOAP messages against XML rewriting 

attacks. This solution was based on  using SOAP 

message structure information  SOAP Account, as an 

efficient technique to detect rewriting attacks. Since a 

SOAP Account might be a target of attackers itself, 

this paper focused on the preserving the integrity of a 

SOAP Account. 

To identify the wrong composition of SOAP message 

and prevent the SOAP message .In this paper provide 
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message level security .Point-to-Point security 

,identify a forged message .This method is that it is 

securing only some properties of soap message. 

Palvindersinghmann ,Dineshkumar[2] The main aim 

of this paper is used to increase the network 

performance and mitigate the DDOS attacks in cloud 

computing environment. The novel approach has 

been used to mitigate the DDoS attacks on cloud   . In 

this approach   also use software as a service to 

increase security level. In this paper using novel 

algorithm which is based on analytical approach to 

mitigate DDOs attacks on cloud.    In this paper we 

proposed an analytical approach to address the DDoS 

attacks problem and simulation results shows that our 

proposed Algorithm saves on potential computation 

time while provide a impressive detection rate too.To 

find out the number of malicious  packets. Analytic 

approach to improve the network performance .In 

this approaches to produce some false  result. DDOS 

attacks are not monitored properly. 

SuriadiSuriadi, Douglas Stebila, Andrew Clark, and 

HuaLiu[3]In this paper to filter the DDOS attacks 

using client puzzles. The client puzzles confirm and 

reduces the DDOS attacks. The puzzle provides 

authentication to protect the client from 

computational problem. The effectiveness of 

defending web services from DoS attacks using client 

puzzles, a cryptographic countermeasure which 

provides a form of gradual authentication by 

requiring the client to solve some computationally 

difficult problems before access is granted. In 

particular mechanism for integrating a hash-based 

puzzle into existing web services frameworks and 

analyze the effectiveness of the countermeasure using 

a variety of scenarios on a network testbed. 

 Client puzzles are an effective defence against 

flooding attacks. They can also mitigate certain types 

of semantic-based attacks, although they may not be 

the optimal solution. 

Liming Lu MunChoon Chan Ee-Chien Chang [4]In 

this paper the IP Traceback store the IP address by 

using this  the attacker and original client can be 

identified. In this paper one approach is present ,the 

approach is random packet marking. This approach to 

identified the wrong composition of message are 

identified and discarded .This approach used to 

identified the real source message (IP address ). This 

technique improved scalability. In this paper  present 

a general model for PPM schemes. The general 

model provides a platform for PPM schemes 

comparison and helps to identify the appropriate 

system parameters. RPM that has good traceback 

accuracy and efficient path  reconstruction. 

 RPM scheme that uses a simple and effective 

approach to marking of packets  by   routers. This 

methods is useful only when we already have 

attackers IP address in trace back. 

Rui GUO, Hao YIN, Dongqi WANG, 

BenchengZHANG[5]In this paper the DDOS attack 

has been filtered by using DDOS filtering algorithm. 

Genetic algorithm ,IP flow as also been used to filter 

DDOS attack .In this DDOS filtering algorithm two 

flows are present they are macro flow and micro flow 

The micro flow is used for connection between 

source to destination  . The macro flow is used to 

detect the IP traffic.IP  Flow which is used to select 

proper features for DDoS detection. The IP flow 

statistics is used to allocate the weights for traffic 

routing by routers. To protects servers from DDoS 

attacks without strong client authentication or 

allowing an attacker with partial connectivity in-

formation to repeatedly disrupt communications. The 

new algorithm is thus proposed to get efficiently 

maximum throughput by the traffic filtering, and its 

feasibility and validity have been verified in a real 

net-work circumstance. The experiment shows that it 

is with high average detection and with low false 

alarm and miss alarm. Moreover, it can optimize the 

network traffic simultaneously with defending 

against DDoS attacks, thus eliminating efficiently the 

global burst of traffic arising from normal traffic.This 

method can be used to detect the DDOS attacks using 

DDOS filtering algorithm based on IP flow. DDOS 

filtering algorithm will identify only those IP Flood 

which have same type of frequency . 

AndreyBelenky and NirwanAnsari[6]This this paper 

presents a novel approach to IP Traceback -

Deterministic Packet Marking(DPM). The proposed 

approach is scalable, simple to implement, and 

introduces no bandwidth and practically no 

processing overhead on the network equipment. It is 

capable of tracing thousands of simultaneous 

attackers during DDoS attack. All of the processing is 

done at the victim. The traceback process can be 
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performed post-mortem, which allows for tracing the 

attacks that may not have been noticed initially. The 

involvement of the Internet service providers (ISP) is 

very limited, and changes to the infrastructure and 

operation required to deploy DPM are minimal. DPM 

performs the traceback without revealing the internal 

topology of the provider's network, which is a 

desirable quality of a tracebackscheme.In this 

approach Improved network performance .Internet 

service providers are very limited. 

3. Existing methodology  

 
In existing system the lack of security was the major 

problem.the cloud offers the services with the help of 

web service .In exsisting system web services are not 

validated properly. The cloud offers the different 

kinds of services such as software as a service 

,platform as a service ,infrastructure as a service 

.DDoS attack is more dangerous in cloud computing 

because all resources are at single place they are not 

distributed so attackers need to concentrate at the 

single place to affect all the services. It is as much 

easy to make attack on cloud for attackers that much 

hard to resolve those attacks for researches. The 

client request for any resource to the cloud provider 

the third party can access the same resource due to 

this the security problem is increased in existing 

system HTTP DDOS and XML DDOS attacks 

occurs.  

Web Services are not validated properly.Due to 

trusting nature of the IP protocol packet is not 

authenticated.DDoS attacks are not monitored before 

processing request. Increase complexity and security 

problem. The problem identified is the lack of 

security .When the client request for any resources to 

the cloud provider the third party can access the same 

resource.HTTP and XML DDOS attacks identified. 

4.Proposed methodology 

In proposed system the lack of security issues in 

cloud computing is resolved and the web services are 

validated properly. Cloud offers three services such 

as software as a service, platform as a service, 

infrastructure as a service. The different kinds  of 

vulnerabilities are detected in proposed system. The 

SOAP request makes the communication between the 

client and the service provider. Through the service 

oriented traceback architecture the SOAP request is 

send to the cloud. In this architecture service oriented 

trace back mark is present which contain proxy 

within it.   The  proxy that marks the incoming 

packets with source message identification to identify 

the real client. Then the SOAP message is travelled 

via XDetector. The XDetectors  used tomonitors and 

filters the DDoS attacks such as HTTP and XML  

DDoS attack. Finally the filtered real clinet message 

is transferred to the cloud  service provider and the 

corresponding services is given to the client in 

secured manner.We use SOAP messages to 

communicate with the cloud.We use XDetector to 

block attackers.XML and HTTP DDoS attack 

aremonitored and resolve. Web Services are  

validated properly. Cloud Computing it makes 

consumers life easy. 

5.System Architecture 

Client browsers  send the request to the cloud at the 

same time the attackers also sent the request to the 

cloud server. The request message is passed through 

the proxy server.  This server is used to identify the 

attackers. If attackers found  then  the client request is 

dropped otherwise the request is sent to the cloud 

server.

 

Fig 1.Proposed architecture 
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The architecture of this paper Fig. 1.illustrates that 

The client sends the message in the as SOAP (Simple 

Object Access Protocol) in the form of XML tag. The 

XML tags can run at any platform. So this tag is used 

in SOAP request. This SOAP message is travelled to 

the service oriented service back architecture.  SOTM 

(Service Oriented Traceback Mark) and proxy 

present within this architecture. The main work of 

SOTM is to set the token in the client request. Token 

plays a vital role to identify the real source client. 

Then the proxy is used to mark the incoming packets 

with source message identification.  

Finally the SOAP request is transferred to the 

XDetector. The  XDetectors checks the SOAP 

message for any of the changes such as true identity 

hiding, wrong composition of message, unformatted 

message.The main purpose of the XDetectors 

monitors the DDoS attacks and filters the HTTP and 

XML DDoS attacks. 

5.1 Proxy 

This module transfers the XML SOAP message from 

the client or attackers to the corresponding server. It 

is considered to be a Service Oriented Traceback 

Architecture (SOTA). SOTA is founded upon the 

Deterministic Packet Marking (DPM) algorithm. 

DPM marks the ID field and reserved flag within the 

IP header. As each incoming packet enters into proxy 

is marked.                           

Fig.2.Proxy 

The marked packets will remain unchanged as they 

traverse the network. Outgoing packets are ignored. 

DPM methodology is applied to our SOTA 

framework, by placing the Service-Oriented 

Traceback Mark (SOTM) within web service 

messages. If any other web security services (WS-

Security for example) are already being employed, 

SOTM would replace the „token‟ that contains the 

client identification. Real source message 

identification are stored within SOTM, and placed 

inside the SOAP message. SOTM, as in DPM tag, 

will not change as it traverses through the network. 

The composition of SOTM is made up of one XML 

tag, so not to weigh down the message, and stored 

within a SOAP header.  

This module deals with attackers, who are going to 

attack servers through web services. In this module 

attacker can hide his real source of identification by 

servers, they can compose a  wrong message and they 

can change their XML structure and send the 

message to   destination server via proxies. 

5.2 Server 

It contains the web page to calculate life time for the 

input (DOB), generally called user interface. 

 

Fig.3. Server 

 

 5.3.XDetector-flooder 

It consists of XDetector at the start. Each marked 

SOAP message traverse through XDetector and 

reaches the web service processing part .XDetector is 

already configured to monitor the marked packets. It 

checks the SOAP message for any of the changes 
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below such as True identity hiding,wrong 

composition of message,unformatted message. 

 

Fig 4.Xdetector-Flooder 

 

6.DDOS  Filtering Techniques in DDoS 

attacks 

DDOS filtering technique is used to detect and 

prevent HTTP and XML DDOS attacks.DDOS 

filtering technique can be used to filtered the HTTP 

and XML DDOS attacks .using this techniques the 

cloud browser send any request in the form of SOAP 

message to get service from cloud service provider. 

The SOAP message can  be travelled through the 

service oriented traceback architecture .SOTA 

contain service oriented traceback mark (SOTM) and 

proxy server .SOTM it can be used to set a token to 

incoming SOAP message and identified the real 

source client .proxy that marks the incoming packet 

with source message identification.  

 

Filtered SOAP message passed through the 

XDetector. HTTP and  XML DDOS  attacks can be 

filtered with the help of XDetector and flooder 

.XDetector is used to check the SOAP message for 

any changes in SOAP message such as true identity 

hiding, wrong composition of message can be 

identified .    

 

7.Conclusion 
 

DDoS attack is more dangerous in cloud computing 

because all resources are at single place they are not 

distributed so attackers need to concentrate at the 

single place to affect all the services. It is as much 

easy to make attack on cloud for attackers that much 

hard to resolve those attacks for researches. So this 

paper  DDoS  filtering technique can be used to 

detect and prevent the HTTP and XML DDOS 

attacks. 
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